PSS RECYCLING CORNER 2019
Students and staff are able to recycle their e-waste by dropping them into the e-waste collection bin at the School Recycling Corner.
Different recycling bins for different types of waste eg plastic, cans, paper. This is to educate students that segregate the waste before recycling is important to avoid contamination of waste which could diminish the value of recycling. Segregate the waste before recycling can increase recyclerate as well.
E-WASTE ADVOCACY AT WATERWAY POINT
A simple awareness campaign for students and staff to reduce food waste at the canteen. Infographic posters were placed on every table at the canteen as gentle reminders.
Pandan leaves have grown in abundance in our Herb Garden. Env Club decided to upcycle pandan roses as natural insecticide with NPCC students.
Students were encouraged to pledge for recycling. For each pledge, they were given ice lemon pandan tea which is popular for its meditative and wide array of physical benefits.
GREENWAVE 2019 – Planting of Yellow Cow Tree
BIOBLITZ OUTREACH PROJECT WITH NPARKS 2019

Save our local biodiversity

Created by the CIN Ambassadors of

Do you know that Singapore has nearly 28000 species of organisms living on land and about 17900 species of marine organisms?

Each species plays a part in maintaining the delicate balance of ecosystems. Healthy ecosystems make our planet livable and provide resources for mankind. As Community in Nature (CIN) Ambassadors, we hope to inspire you to conserve our natural habitats and protect wildlife.

Protect the Otters

Types of otters found in Singapore:
- Smooth-coated Otter
- Small-clawed Otter
- Banded otter

Smooth-coated Otter
- Otters were first sighted at Lazarus Island in 1908, and Singapore's first Smooth-coated Otter Pair was spotted in 2003. The otter population has been expanding as they find Singapore their new home.

Differences between otter species:
- Smooth-clawed Otters are generally smaller, while smooth-coated Otters are larger and have smooth, flat otter.
- Their long ears can also be distinguished, with the smooth-coated Otter's ears being more visible.

How to protect the otters:
- Keep the coast clean and encourage others to do the same.
- Report any suspicious activity and report it to the authorities.
- If you encounter otters, maintain a safe distance.
- Do not feed them.
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BIODIVERSITY CAMPAIGN & EXHIBITION 2019
HERB GARDEN – COLLABORATION WITH PARENTS
Learning Journey to Marina Barrage 2019